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Applying the "Agile" concept presents two goals of 

organizational activity: 

- Adjustment to Priorities

- Speed to value

And two goals of organizational actors:

- Trust and Assurance

- Creation over Construction

But the intended effect of pursuing those goals together is to 

create sustained agility. 

"Agile" is not the target difference to be made and maintained. 

Agility is the target difference.



THE CHALLENGE: 
VARIABILITY and 
VOLATILITY



In competitive situations, all organizations face 

rapidly changing operating environments

that can reshuffle how actors, interactions and 

resources are available.

The changes in their availability bring a need to 

make adjustments that adapt them –

separately and together – to create sufficient 

overall responsiveness to immediate demand.



…you come to change, or change comes to you. Changing or 
unexpected conditions have a different degree of impact 
depending on how fast you are moving and on what direction you 
need to go…





Proactive development of effective 

responsiveness means constantly 

monitoring what new events have 

impact on the way production is 

currently organized.

But outside conditions or impacts can 

inhibit, damage or stop the intended 

action of those structures from being 

appropriate or sufficient to immediate 

demands.
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ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE ABLE TO 

CHANGE THEMSELVES QUICKLY IN 

ORDER TO AVOID OR OVERCOME THE 

RISKS OF BEING INHIBITED, DAMAGED 

OR STOPPED

!
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ADDITIONALLY, SHIFTING TO NEW 

POSITIONS OR MODES OF ACTION CAN BE 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN USING NEW 

CONDITIONS FOR FURTHER PROGRESS, OR 

SIMPLY BEING THROWN OFF COURSE BY 

THEM



Being “agile” simply means 

demonstrably exercising 

agility.

Agility is the capability required 

of the organization, in the face of 

continually oncoming change.



Proactive development of effective 

responsiveness means constantly monitoring 

what new events have impact on the way 

production is currently organized.

But outside conditions or impacts can inhibit, 

damage or stop the intended action of those 

structures from being appropriate or sufficient 

to immediate demands.



RESTRUCTURING ON DEMAND, 

AS AN ORGANIZATION’S 

AVAILABILITY AND 

ARRANGEMENT OF ACTORS AND 

INTERACTIONS, IS THE PRIMARY 

REQUIREMENT OF AGILITY

ENABLING AGILITY REQUIRES 

REMOVING THE BARRIERS TO 

IMMEDIATELY RESTRUCTURING 

FOR ALIGNMENT TO CURRENT 

CONDITIONS.



Managing the enablement of agility means strategically 
organizing the availability of those elements, but also organizing 
their opportunity to be effective 



Effective availability is predisposed by being:

Permitted

and

Motivated

Acknowledged

and

Supported

Coordinated
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In an effective management outcome, the 

organization’s capability to adapt is designed 

for resilience, acceptance, and sustainability.

The maturity of that capability is identified by 

how consistently those adaptations are relevant 

and sufficient to the type of demand that is 

encountered in real time.



Agility is not a general one-size-fits-all treatment of the 
organization. Different types of operations solve different 
problems to create their respective agility.

Agility is contextual. But managing for agility can be a 
universal strategy throughout the organization



The best possible cultivation of agility 

is to first cultivate versatility. 

More pathways to get from point A to 

point B. 

More alternative endpoints that have 

value: points C and D.

More transparency of current 

conditions, to spot options faster.



In a typical baseball game, under the pressure of 
any given moment’s demand, a trained and 
supported pitcher will use:

• Authority to make a decision, 

• To use any one of several types of pitches

• To accomplish any one of several types of 
effects

• For any one of several types of influence

• To accomplish one preferable and appropriate 
type of value from among several, at that 
moment.

In one game, under continuously varying 
conditions, the pitcher combines all of the above 
into one operation, up to 90 or more different 
times, to try to achieve one win.




